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In March of 2001,
Independence Excavating started

the travel plazas #5 at milepost 

140 in Vermilion / Amherst.

Currently we are working with 

Gino Zomparelli, Dan Castrigano,

Rob Fleischman, Mike Phillips,

John Gentile and Dominic Ferritto,

all of the Ohio Turnpike Commission.  Dick Corporation was chosen by the Turnpike Commission to serve as contract administrators.

They are represented by Gil Brindley, Ken Olup, Chambers Weikel, Dan Sokol, Steve Diaz, Don Sims, Jim Page, Lance Julian, Toby Fritz

and Ken Baker.   GSI Inc. and MS Consultants are providing engineering, technical guidance and inspection services by on-site 

representatives Dick Lengacher and Scott Rhoades.  Solar Testing is providing soil, compaction and concrete testing services, while 

Continued on page 3
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Tony DiGeronimo
Vice President of Operations

2002 – Must be another great

year.  With the large

amount of work on hand between the

Airport, Kaufmann’s, Macedonia –

Crossings at Golden Link projects and the

rest of our jobs underway we should have 

a very productive year.  It’s kind of hard to

believe retail centers can continue to be

built at the pace we have these years.  

But if the demand is there, we’ll be ready.

This might be the year when public work

again dominates our backlog. 

We also hope to acquire new projects 

generated from the Cleveland Hopkins

Expansion project.  Our Abram Creek 

management forces have survived the very

extensive demands to successfully start 

that project and are ready for more.  

We always read about infrastructure needs

in the newspaper and we are currently in a

great position to contribute to its rebuilding.

So whether it’s sewers, waterlines or 

roadways, we know you can count on the

“Performance People” to efficiently get the

job done.

Have a great, safe work season!

Down The Road

Vic DiGeronimo Sr.

I recently read an article about Stanley Marucs of the famous Neiman Marcus store.  The
story relates an incident when he noticed a woman who was leaving his store wearing a very
expensive mink coat that she had purchased.  He saw that she was carrying a very heavy bag
with a shoulder strap.  He asked her if she would be carrying this bag often, and she replied
that due to her job, yes she would.  He told her that the mink would soon become worn, and
advised her to purchase a less expensive coat, which would better serve her needs. Although
this resulted in both the store and sales person making less profit, Marcus wanted complete
customer satisfaction.  He made a point of stating that several years later, she sought him 
out and bought a new mink coat, one that she wouldn’t have to wear to work.  His statement:
Marcus’ personal philosophy, demonstrated in his actions, is evident in this quotation:  
“It’s never a good sale for Neiman Marcus unless it’s a good buy for the customer.”  

The story got my attention, and I started to reflect on how our companies treat our 
customers.  A few thoughts came to mind.  First, I recall working with my father many 
years ago, when I was in high school.  Whenever we did what was then called a “time and
material” job, we would always give the customer an extra hour’s worth of work above what
he paid us.  My father’s reasoning?  Always giving the customer a little more lets him know
that he is getting his money’s worth.  In addition, I reviewed the statement of ethics for our
communications company, which states:

As a valued employee of Independence Communications, Inc., 

I am entirely aware of the company’s commitment to excellence 

and policy regarding Total Customer Satisfaction and that ethics are 

a priority over profits.  Furthermore, I agree to protect and preserve 

the positive reputation that has been and continues to be 

established through ethical and moral business practices.  

I fully understand and agree that these requirements 

are necessary for continued employment.

Also, in our Local #18 Operating Engineers Union agreement, we have an article which
states that the operator of the equipment will give a “fairs day’s work for a fairs day’s pay.”  

I am proud of the reputation of our companies, which proudly treat our customers with
the utmost respect, integrity, and quality workmanship.  In closing, here is another quote
from Stanley Marcus with which I wholeheartedly agree:  “The one thing you’ve 
got to sell is satisfaction, that’s the one thing that brings people back.”

Arrivederci!

P r e s i d e n t ’ s  M e s s a g e



SAS Environmental 

provided contamination

evaluation.  Our 

subcontractors on 

this project include 

Kokosing Construction,

Erie Blacktop, Superior

Electric, B & B Wrecking,

Newcomer Concrete,

North American Cement,

Lake Erie Construction, 

Ohio Bulk Transfer, Midwest Pavement, Kusmer & Associates,

Akron Precision Paving, Fred Azar Landscaping, Tom Foster

Construction, Petro-Precision, Midwest Land Clearing and 

Carefree Maintenance, among others. 

Unlike the two previous travel plazas with which we have been

involved, Independence has responsibility for all site construction

with the exception of the building itself.  The project includes 

demolition of the two existing buildings and one water tower, as

well as removal of all utilities, pavement and existing fuel systems

on site.  Contaminated soil and water were excavated and removed

to help remediate the site prior to the new construction.  Once all

existing structures and pavements were removed, we began the

installation of the new utilities that included sanitary sewer, storm

sewer, water, gas, electric, fiber optic and communications 

conduits.  Excavation of approximately 100,000 cubic yards of dirt,

and embankment of 60,000 cubic yards, were also completed prior

to installing the 304 stone base for the asphalt.  Installation of the

The Ohio Turnpike
Travel Plazas
Continued from page 1
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fueling tanks, islands and booths, site lighting, new water tower,

pump station, sediment basins, water control structures and 

acceleration-deceleration ramps are all part of the project.  Some 

of the aforementioned work remains to be completed early in the

2002 construction season.  This was the first project to utilize our

new GPS (Global Positioning System) on one of the two plazas for

layout, grading and as-built drawings. At this time the project is

about 90% complete, and we expect to finish the remainder of the

work in early spring.  Special recognition to our project staff for 

the tremendous effort they have made to make this project run

smoothly and on time.  Included in this staff are Project

Superintendent, Don Mahnke; Project Foremen, Dave Staten, 

Ed Gilbert and Ron Paller and Site Safety Supervisors, Brian Draves

and Sherry DeLuca.  

These people, the operators, laborers, subcontractors and

suppliers have also made this project a success and deserve our

gratitude.
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In early 1999, Independence Excavating began to implement software products

for tool tracking, security, sales order management, estimating, fuel consumption monitoring,

and data exchange with ODOT, subcontractors, and banks.  The IT Department began looking

for ways to integrate these disparate software products with our accounting/job costing system.

We were looking for a way to make all our software speak the same language. 

We wanted to make it easier to set-up projects for job costing. Even though we had already done the work of 

creating the “virtual job” in order to generate our bid, we couldn’t use that virtual job at production time . . . we had 

to create it all over again from scratch in the job costing system.

Our project management and accountants wanted more detailed and customized analysis of job production data.

Often, this meant doing the analysis by hand, or by writing cumbersome computer programs. 

We wanted to empower the field with valuable data like quantities, employee lists, equipment lists, and an easy,

error-reducing method for reporting employee work time: all this while shortening the length of time it takes to report 

job expenses to project managers. 

We wanted to boost up our material billing and aggregate inventory management, to provide better service to 

our materials customers while reducing duplication of effort in our accounts receivable process. 

If we chose a new accounting system with ample support for commonly-used data exchange standards, we could

solve these problems, because many modern software products would readily interface with it. We’d be able to begin

implementing these beneficial new ideas.

Selecting a suitable replacement system was an educational endeavor, as we were forced to look at our business

processes and say, “Is there a benefit to this process, and does it outweigh the cost?”  In many cases, the answers 

triggered engaging discussions of how our businesses can be improved, our timelines shortened, our overhead 

reduced, and our clients better served.

On April 1, Independence Excavating and Precision Environmental will begin operating on this new package. 

The following quarter, Independence Recycling of Florida and Independence Communications will too.

The accounting system is the mainline of our knowledge management strategy because not a scoop of dirt 

moves without the accounting system knowing about it. By leveraging all of our software connected to the mainline,

Independence Excavating will be made more competitive by empowering the field with job data, reducing administrative

overhead, more inquisitively analyzing production and materials data, and streamlining electronic transactions with

ODOT, banks, and subcontractors.

Because of this significant technology decision involving controllers, estimators, executives, and of course the

Information Technology Dept., we’re enabling the “Performance People” to perform even better in the coming years.

Information Technology
Developments
Ted Wallingford, IT Manager



Chris Sicker, Safety Director

Excavation work can be one of the most hazardous 
types of work done within the construction industry.  

The key to safe excavation practices is the empowerment of all
employees, at all levels, with the knowledge to recognize hazards
and avoid unsafe conditions before they occur!  Effective safety
training for all employees acts as the mere foundation of the
knowledge to identify existing and predictable hazards.

One of the Golden Rules of Excavation Safety
Prior to any digging, first and foremost, contractors must call their
individual state’s One-Call Systems to locate underground utilities.  

CALL BEFORE YOU DIG!
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S a f e t y

Meeting The Challenge 
of Keeping Our Employees
Safe In The Trenches

ABRAM CREEK IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECT AT CLEVELAND HOPKINS 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Larry Hrovat, Project Manager

Independence Excavating is currently performing the first phase 
of the Abram Creek Improvement project.  The work we have 
completed to date includes extensive storm water pollution 
prevention measures, clearing and grubbing of the ravine where 
the creek is located, installation of approximately 1,400 l.f. of 60” 
concrete pipe to divert Abram Creek from the work area and 
installation of approximately 15,000 c.y. of #304 structural fill to
support the large outlet structure and 120” concrete pipe.  We have
been performing excavation and embankment of the ravine as well
as excavation and embankment for the outlet structure and 120”
concrete pipes that are to be installed 4 across.  We have also
begun taking delivery of the 120” concrete pipe.  Our subcontrac-
tors, S.E. Johnson and Mohawk Rebar are currently forming and
installing rebar for the first pour section of the outlet structure.

When planning for excavation work, there are three basic 
alternatives for providing a safe environment for work in the trenches:

1. Shoring – Devices that actually pre-load trench walls 
preventing soil movement.

2. Shielding – Devices that “shield” employees within a 
structure.

3. Sloping/Benching – Process of cutting trench walls back 
to an angle to alleviate chance of collapse

Complete understanding and proper application of these three 
alternatives will keep employees alive!  This message must be 
emphasized, and constantly reiterated to all employees!

NEVER ENTER AN UNSAFE TRENCH!

The success of Independence Excavating, Inc.’s aggressive Proactive
Safety Program can be attributed to many diverse components; 
however, the most visible and direct of these is the unwavering 
support of the ownership that offers constant personal involvement 
and concern for each employee.

Employees are our company’s most important asset – 
their safety is our greatest responsibility!



N E W  P R O J E C T S  
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Kaufmann’s Demolition – University Square
Michael G. Orlando,  Project Manager

Commencing March 1, 2002, Independence Excavating initiated the demolition 

of the former Kaufmann’s department store at Cedar and Warrensville Center Roads.  

In order to complete the development of the site of approximately 20-acres, the 350,000

square foot building, which was constructed in the 1960’s, must be razed.  The retail space

is comprised of 8" thick, two-way concrete slabs supported by cast-in-place circular

columns with drop panels at 30 feet at center.  The retail support areas are constructed of

concrete-encased steel framing with precast and masonry.  Demolition spoils will be

processed on site and mixed with a combination of on site earth fill and imported fill to

complete backfill of the 90,000 cubic yard basement cavity.  The work will be performed

under a contract with Suffolk Construction Company, Inc. of Boston, Massachusetts.

Superintendent Wes Baker and Project Manager Gary Young will oversee the daily 

operations for Suffolk.  The demolition and backfill are scheduled for completion 

on June 1, 2002.

Demolition of Kaufmann’s department store at University Square.

ODOT MAINTENANCE YARDS
Start: 12/1/01  Complete:  12/1/02
Owner: Ohio Department of Transportation
Scope of work: Bulk Debris Removal, 
Bagged Debris Removal

VEGETATIVE EXPRESSWAY 
LANDSCAPING
Start: 3/11/02  Complete:  6/1/02
Owner: City of Akron 
Independence Excavating, Inc. Superintendent: 

John Beckman
Scope of work: Installation of a landscape 
noise barrier along I-76 including embankment
construction and irrigation system. 

KAUFMANN’S DEMOLITION
Start:  3/1/02  Complete:  6/1/02
Owner:  Starwood-Wasserman
General Contractor:  Suffolk Construction, Inc.
Independence Excavating Superintendent:  

Steve Wilk
Scope of work:  Demolish existing 325,000 s.f.
department store and backfill basement with
90,000 c.y. of fill.

DILLARD’S DEMOLITION – PARMATOWN
Start:  4/1/02   Complete:  7/15/02
Construction Manager:  RMS Investment Corp.
Independence Excavating Superintendent:  

Steve Wilk
Scope of work:  Demolish approximately
200,000 s.f. mall anchor department store and
backfill basement with 40,000 c.y. of imported
fill.



LAKELAND YARD, FLORIDA
I.X. yard - 30,000 tons of 2" minus base material

TAMPA YARD, FLORIDA           
I.X. yard - 30,000 tons of 2" minus base material

ORLANDO YARD, FLORIDA   
I.X. yard - 30,000 tons of 2" minus base material       

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA
I.X. yard - 50,000 tons of 2"minus base material 

SCHAAF ROAD CRUSHING/INDEPENDENCE 
RECYCLING YARD
Valley View, Ohio
50,000 tons of ODOT #304 base material

KENMORE CONSTRUCTION CO.
Bedford Heights, Valley View, Cleveland, Ohio
150,000 tons of 1/ 2" minus RAP crushing

JONES BROS. CONSTRUCTION
I-71 / Leesville, Louisiana
50,000 tons of 2" minus base

C r u s h i n g  P r o j e c t s

APAC – GEORGIA
Atlanta, Georgia RAP Crushing
150,000 tons of asphalt RAP crushing

JOHN CARLO, INC.
Tampa Airport / Taxiway West and Airside “E”
50,000 tons of P-209 base material

INDEPENDENCE RECYCLING
Twinsburg Quarry, Twinsburg, Ohio
500,000 tons of sandstone crushing

TRUMBULL CORP./ NATIONAL 
ENGINEERING
Ohio Turnpike Bridge, Peninsula, Ohio
25,000 tons of concrete crushed into 4" minus material

ANGELO IAFRATE CONSTRUCTION
I-81 Franklin County, Pennsylvania
80,000 tons of PennDot #2A base material

KELLSTONE LIMESTONE PRODUCTS
Kellys Island, Ohio
300,000 tons of ODOT No. 304 and #1’s & 2’s 7

LANE CONSTRUCTION CO.
Memphis International Airport, Tennessee
170,000 tons of concrete crushed into subbase material

LASITER CONSTRUCTION
Stuttgart Airfield, Stuttgart, Louisiana
15,000 tons of concrete crushed into subbase material

SWANK ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
S.R. 885, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
34,000 tons of concrete crushed into subbase material

KURTZ BROS.
Engine Plant No. 1, Ford Motor, Brookpark, Ohio
100,000 tons of concrete crushed into subbase material

REA, INC.
Raleigh, North Carolina
60,000 tons of 9/16" minus RAP crushing

TRUMBULL CORP.
SR 3160 / Pittsburgh Airport, PA
47,000 tons of concrete crushed into subbase material

A t t a b o y !

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF 
RUNWAY 18R-36L
MEMPHIS INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT

Scott Schroeder, Project Manager

I would like to take this opportunity to

thank both The Lane Construction

Corporation and the Memphis-Shelby

County Airport Authority for allowing us

to be a part of this project.  I’d also like 

to thank our subcontractor, Antigo

Construction, Inc. for working right along

with us and helping us stay on schedule.

Finally, I would like to thank our entire

crew for remaining dedicated and working

the required hours in order to complete

this project on time.



ANNIVERSARIES
APRIL
1 JACK & PATRICIA HELBIG
7 DAVE & KRIS BEVAN
9 WALTER & BRENDA LAIRD
11 FLOYD & VIRGINIA RYBICKI
18 DAVE & GAIL STATEN

MAY
4 RICH & JOHANE DIGERONIMO
9 ERIC & CARRIE SEARS
10 TERRY & CAROL TOMASKO
11 JAMES & KATHY IACAMPO
15 KURT & SUE BENTZ
18 CINDY & JOHN DEANGELIS
18 QUYNH & MELVIN GLENN
18 TERRY & CINDY KONTRA
18 DAVID & CHERYL TRAVAGLIANTE
19 MARK & MARY KUPRESANIN
19 THOMAS & SALLY SUDETIC
24 DAVID & VERNA WITUSIK
28 ANTHONY & GLORIA GERMANO
29 DON & PATRICIA HOLBROOK

JUNE
3 RICK & DEBBIE ROBERTSON
9 RONALD & TINA BROCCO
9 DALE & DEBBIE LANG
10 CHRISTI & MARK TRIPODI
12 STANLEY & MICHELLE ROBINSON
13 GREG & DANIELLE SPAGNOLA
18 GREG & DORIE ULASZEWSKI
19 RANDY & PATRICIA SIPP
20 BRIAN & AMY DRAVES
20 RICK & CINDY EVANS
22 ROGER & ALMIRA HERCL
26 DIANE & BEN GENTILE
26 CHARLES & SYLVIA KNOTTS
29 JOHN & KATHY BECKMAN

JULY
3 SHAWN & CAROLINE ROBERTSON
4 PAMELA & MICHAEL MOHER
8 RICHARD & JANET MILLER
8 BARON & RUTH WILLIAMS
9 MICHAEL & DEBORAH RIDER
10 DAVID & DEANNA DAY
10 CLARENCE & NANETTE SAKO
11 JOHN & LISA GEORGE
21 VICTOR & LURLIE DIGERONIMO
24 RICH & HOLLY SCHIEFERSTEIN
29 DOUG & SHIRLENE BRYANT

JUNE
2 SAM DEBROUSE
2 CRAIG TEXTER
3 KEVIN CONLAN
5 ANDRE BROWN
7 MARK JAMES
7 FOSTER KNOLL
11 RONALD MICHAELOFF
13 MICHAEL RODGERS
13 DAVID TRAVAGLIANTE
14 BRYAN DUXBURY
16 DAVID MOORE
17 MICHAEL JONES
19 CHARLES BARNOSKY
20 TONY DIGERONIMO
20 MIKE MCKAY
21 LARRY MAHON
21 ROBBY PROCK
22 TED CHUHA
24 DON DIGERONIMO
26 RONALD BENEDEK
30 JON ZUMBRUNNEN

© Declaration of Independence
2002 Independence Excavating Inc.

Editor: Stacey Bernas

Comments and suggestions can be  submitted
by letter to:

Independence Excavating Inc.
5720 Schaaf Road
Independence, Ohio 44131

An equal opportunity employer

JULY
3 TED WALLINGFORD
3 DAVID WITUSIK
4 RON BROCCO
4 CHRIS SCHUERGER
5 JOSEPH MARTIN
5 GREG RIETH
8 GREG FOTH
11 JAMES IACAMPO
11 MARK PETRYSZYN
11 MARK SHAUGHNESSY
13 RALPH HUCKINS
14 DEANA DIGERONIMO
15 BERT HINKLE
15 ANDREA GALMARINI
16 STEPHEN GEE
17 GREG DAVIS
21 MICHAEL BAKOS
21 LARRY ROLLYSON
23 SANDI CIELEC
24 LEROY KNIGHT
25 JENNIFER ROSS
26 EDWARD GILBERT
26 RICH WILK
27 RICHARD BOCKMORE
28 BOBBY DIGERONIMO
29 EDWARD HEYWARD

BIRTHDAYS
APRIL
2 MARK KONTRA
2 GINA TRIZIO
8 LARRY HROVAT
9 DAVID GOODYEAR
9 TED HOWARD
9 JOHN ZUCHINSKI
12 DOUGLAS BLACKMON
12 SCOTT MAYER
15 JOHN GLAD
15 MICHAEL MYERS
16 LINDA ZASTAWNY
17 JOHN GEORGE
17 THOMAS OLSIESKI
20 THEODORE PEDERSON
24 BARON WILLIAMS
27 BEVERLY RAYMOND

MAY
1 STACEY BERNAS
3 KIM KOVALIK
3 JOHN LONG
3 SCOTT SCHROEDER
7 STEVE HALL
8 NORA SINGLETON
9 PASQUALE MARRA
10 ERIC DOMBROWSKI
11 RAYMOND HEIDEN
13 RICHARD PAVELECKY
14 STAN SKOCZEN
15 JOHN BARNOSKY
15 CHRIS SICKER
16 ROBERT WILSON
20 MITCHELL HOLT
20 MIKE RIDER
24 VIC DIGERONIMO, JR.
26 NICK KAFANTARIS
27 PASQUALE CICCONE
31 ROB DIGERONIMO
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